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1. Introduction 
 

This report is a summary of the progress made according to the planned and approved 
activities carried out by Community Self-Reliance Center (CSRC), national collaborating 
partner organisations (Abhiyan Nepal, CSDR, CDECF, JDS, RDS and SWAN) together 
with National Land Rights Forum (NLRF) in this year which covers the period from 1st 
Shrawan 2068 to 31st Ashad 2069 (17th July 2011 to 15th July 2012). 

This report documents the activities carried out, the progress made and the challenges 
encountered during the period as per the AWAB 2011-2012 (2068/2069). The main 
purpose of this report is sharing among all the supporting organisations and concerned 
stakeholders at all levels.  

The CSRC developed an AWAB - 2011/12 (2068/2069) in alignment with its StOP. The 
AWAB, besides specifying activities to be implemented during this year, also sets 
program-specific priorities, organizational development needs and annual targets to be 
achieved through the implementation of the activities. These activities are primarily 
focused on: i) organising, strengthening and mobilizing rights holders to claim and 
exercise their rights; ii) ensuring that clarity and consensus on land reform policy and 
frameworks suitable to the needs and realities of Nepal is established among key 
stakeholders and implemented effectively; iii) critically engaging non-state stakeholders 
(such as International Monetary Fund, World Bank, Asian Development Bank and 
multinational companies) involved in land and agricultural issues; iv) assimilating and 
disseminating learning generated from ground level actions and practices; and v) ensuring 
women’s rights on land through introducing new supportive policies.   

The existing supporting strategic partners, ActionAid Nepal, CARE Nepal, 
DanidaHUGOU, Oxfam, Lutheran World Federation and SDC. Lutheran World Federation 
(LWF) joined as a strategic partner with CSRC in July 2011. Swiss Development 
Corporation (SDC) joined with CSRC as a strategic partner in January 2012. 

2.  Major Achievements during this Reporting Period 
 

The major achievement during the reporting period of 1st Shrawan 2068 to 31st Ashad 
2069(17th July 2011 to 15th July 2012) are as follows1:  

 

• Land entitlement:  A total of 110 households have received land ownership 
certificates. Of these 110 households, 35 have received certificates from the 
                                                           

1
 Please note that only major outcomes are included.  
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Landless Problem Solving Commission (LPSC) and another 56 have received for 
the village block land from the District Land Revenue Office (DLRO). Another 
nine have acquired from Guthi Raitani2. Finally, 10 have received for the tenanted 
land from the same office (DLRO). The area of land received amounts to be 7.33 
ha. This has secured shelter for the landless families and has enabled them to gain 
access to government services like bank loan, electricity etc. The dignity, freedom 
and social justice have not been calculated with it.  
 

• Access and utilization of public land: 28 communities of 14 districts, a total of 
1199 landless households have utilized the public land for the long-term purpose to 
improve their livelihoods. The area covers estimated 67.91 ha from which these 
households have been producing vegetable and cereal crops and benefiting from 
this. The land has been accessed and utilized the wastage land from various sources 
including CFUG, VDC, and Schools respectively. Similarly, 971 HH’s of 30 VLRF 
are involved in agro-based entrepreneurship.   

 
• Formation of agricultural co-operatives: Twenty-two (22) new agricultural 

cooperatives have been formed and 1258 females are organized within them. A 
total of 3473 member (3244 female, 1045 dalit, 1700 janjati) are organized within 
53 co-operatives. Funds have been collectively saved, and generated NPR 25, 
94,267 ($ 29,172) ($1= 88.93 NPR). The total investment has been of NPR 
22,16,407 ($24,923). The formed cooperatives have initiated agro-based 
entrepreneurship, which includes vegetable farming, horticulture, fish farming etc. 
From these agro-based activities, the group members have been benefiting and 
improving their livelihood. Indeed, the primary goal of such co-operatives is to 
help poor farmers with marketing their agricultural products. DLRFs have 
succeeded in taking the support of District Co-operative Offices for training 
members of co-operatives and this working relationship has helped to subsequently 
register them. 

 
• Utilization of local resources: At the community level, 6,008 households of 77 

primary groups have utilized NPR 1,46,29,420 ($164,505) local resources from 
Village Development Committee (VDC), District Development Committee (DDC) 
and other agencies for their economic livelihood and physical development. The 
locally generated resources have increased access to the community resources and 
this has enabled the land-poor people to access their basic rights. 

 
• Mobilization of front line leaders: A total of 2,182 (1138 female, 786 dalit, 831 

janjati) front line leaders have been facilitating claiming land rights by the landless 
and tenant farmers. They are also facilitating strengthening the land rights 
movement at the local level and linking to the district and national level. The front 
line leaders have been contributing their efforts in the expansion of NLRF's 
relationship with the media, political parties and government. Additionally, they 

                                                           
2
 Transfer the Guthi land to the real tiller's name. 
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have been actively facilitating land rights violation cases that have occurred at 
various intervals of time.  

 
• Trainings and Orientation: One thousand six hundred seventy one (1,671) 819 

female, 481 dalit, 735 janjati) land rights activists and front line leaders attended 41 
training and orientation sessions on land rights and strengthening people's 
organizations. These trainings resulted in the ability to file cases at the district land 
reform/land revenue and district courts. This has enabled them to facilitate the land-
related legal matters in groups at the community level. Once local organizations are 
institutionally strengthened through capacity building on the legal dimension of 
land-related issues, they have the potential of legally, challenging and defeating the 
powerful public land grabbers and also working for the interests of landless 
farmers. The capacity-building process has enabled landless /tenant farmers to 
speak for their interests, which they consider the greatest asset they have had from 
the land-rights movement/campaign. 

 
• Publication and Knowledge Building: There is regular documentation and 

publication of different events programs and workshops. Every Friday, CSRC 
circulates a written update to all interested parties and stakeholders detailing key 
activities which have taken place weekly. An update is also circulated on a monthly 
basis. CSRC has published 10 different posters to be used as discussion materials 
within Land Learning Centres and Village Land Rights Forums (VLRF). In 
addition Land Rights Bulletin, Reflection Report 2011, “Land Reform Monitoring 
Indicators, Nepal”, "Land is life, Land is Power" have been published and 
distributed to a range of stakeholders. Moreover the documentary on Third 
National Conference, Land Use, Social Audit and Jaya Jameen, have been 
produced. The main purpose is to provide a visual aid to discuss and enhance 
understanding about the importance of peoples’ organisations and land rights 
issues.  

 
• Community–led land reform practice: Community–led land reform practice has 

been carried out in five Village Development Committees (VDC) within five 
Districts as follows:- Gangaparaspur (Dang), Laxminiya (Mahottari), Hardiya 
(Saptari), Hansposha (Sunsari) and Ramche (Sindhupalchok). The community 
people developed the land and agrarian reform in a participatory way and also 
identified landless and tenant families within each VDC. The political parties were 
also involved in this process. With the collective effort VDC level land and 
agrarian reform plans have been developed and implemented with the consensus of 
all parties. With the round of discussion in the community, the VDC’s have enabled 
the data signifying the number of landless, tenant and dalit people. The 
development of village level land reform policy has enabled the intervention at the 
local level.  

 
• Movement Fund: A total of 691 Village Land Rights Forums (VLRF) have 

generated a total NPR 19, 03,313 ($21,402) as a movement fund. They have 
utilized NPR 16,85,259 ($18,950) to strengthen the land rights movement and local 
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initiatives. Similarly a total of 28 DLRF’s have generated NPR 8,42,909 ($9,478) 
and utilized NPR 7,67,096 ($8,626) for strengthening the campaign and 
management of VLRF’s and DLRF’s. The establishment and continuation of 
‘movement fund’ by the rights holders organized in VLRF’s and DLRF’s, 
collection of handful of rice, pulses and vegetables as needed for village, district 
and national level campaigns, and community level resource mobilization for 
constructing the Bhumi Ghars (community land homes) both at district and village 
levels have sufficiently shown that the overall land rights movement/campaign has 
been moving towards the direction of sustainability. 

 
• VLRF Formation and Mobilization : Three hundred thirteen (313) new VLRF’s 

have been formed in the community (districts) having 7,593 members (3602 
female, 3325 dalit, 2652 janjati). A total of 2,385 people's organizations have been 
mobilized. This support has contributed to helping them to work independently and 
strengthen people's organisation and land rights campaigns in their respective areas 
and issues. These people’s organization provide opportunities to empower the poor 
and landless farmers through the transformation of unequal and inequitable power 
relationships in the traditional social structure 

 
• Implementation of High Level Land Reform Commissions (HLLRCs) Report: 

After long pressure from the land rights movement, the Land Reform and 
Management Ministry has prepared the final action plan with regard to the 
implementation of the two High Level Land Reform Commissions (HLLRCs) 
reports and forwarded this to the Ministry of Finance for the budgetary support.  

 
• Formulation of National Land Policy: In the co-ordination of government and 

civil society the formulation process of National Land Policy is taking place. The 
steering and working committees include representatives from NLRF, CSRC and 
other supporting organizations. An MoU has been signed by the Government of 
Nepal, CSRC and other supporting partners in order to take this work forward. As 
detailed within the MoU, CSRC is undertaking the role of Secretariat to facilitate 
this process.  

 
• Land Learning Centres (LLC’s): One hundred fourteen (114) LLC’s have been 

operating at community (district) level; 2,658 community members (2009 female, 
987 Dalit, 928 Janjati) have participated in land related activities. These Centres 
have contributed considerably to strengthening the local land rights campaign and 
people's organizations. They have addressed such issues as:-use of VDC resources; 
membership of CFUG; protection against land right violations; planning of land 
rights campaigns; and the use of fallow land. 

 
• Campaign against Eviction: Two thousand nine hundred four (2,904) tenant and 

landless families have protected their rights in residing place and tilling land from 
the eviction by landlords and local elites. Different campaign and mass 
demonstration are ongoing at the community level (districts) with joint efforts of 
the Land Rights Forum as per the cases of land rights violation. In order to take 
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action against this regular meetings and discussion with Chief District Officer 
(CDO), Army Major, Warden, Human Rights Activists have been carried out. 
Additionally, case studies and fact-findings are regularly being followed upon for 
an in-depth analysis.  

 
• Construction of Community Building:  In Sunsari Janatabasti; Gulariya, Bardiya; 

Kalikasthan, Rasuwa and Masuriya, Kailali constructed their own DLRF home. A 
total of 16 VLRFs community buildings have been established. The gradual 
construction of VLRF owned buildings has also been leading the 
movement/campaign towards sustainability.  
 

• NLRF's Third National Conference: NLRF's Third National Council Meeting 
and Conference was held at Janakpur from 22 to 24 September 2011. Twenty-one 
(21) members were elected to the central committee (9 female, 9 dalit and 8 
janajati). In the opening session, around 15,000 landless and tenant farmers, 
travelling at their own expense, attended a rally in the Janakpur municipality. The 
conference provided a broader understanding of land reform, the social movement 
and the people's organisation and gave considerable encouragement to all 
participants to continue to work towards strengthening the land rights movement.   

 
• Publication of a booklet of ICESCR monitoring indicators: OHCHR-Nepal, 

NHRC and CSRC have published a booklet of ICESCR (Economic, Social & 
Cultural Rights) monitoring indicators. CSRC is one of the major contributors from 
civil society and has played a lead role in the process of formulating indicators 
which focus upon the right to adequate housing.  

 
• Asia Land Forum 2011:  The Asia Land Forum took place from 20 to 21 October 

2011 in Kathmandu, Nepal.  This year’s theme was entitled, ‘Preserving our Gains 
in the Struggle for Land: Building Bridges in Addressing Commercialization, 
Climate Change, and Food Security’. Forty three (43) International Land Coalition 
(ILC) member organizations from throughout Asia, along with a number of other 
academics and government officials from the Philippines, Pakistan and Vietnam 
attended and discussed a range of issues concerning land rights, climate change, 
food security and gender rights.  The Conference, which was jointly hosted by the 
Government of Nepal, provided a platform for closer collaborative working 
between CSRC and the Government, and provided a catalyst for taking the land 
reform movement forward.  

• Progress as per Landless Problem Solving Commission (LPSC): The LPSC is 
working in 25 districts. With the continuous facilitation and leadership of DLRF 
and activists, a total of 331,508 petitions have been filed as per which 45,610 are 
from within the VLRF. Moreover, provision regarding the Joint Land Ownership in 
the TOR of Landless Problem Solving Commission is another important 
achievement. 

 
• National Mobilization for “Ensuring Land Rights in Constitution”: The 

campaign with regards to “Ensuring Land Rights in Constitution” was carried out 
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nationwide. It was followed by wall painting, district level rallies and assemblies, 
placing the banners in surrounding major cities, submitting letters to, as well 
interaction and policy dialogue with Constituent Assembly (CA) members. During 
the campaign, the proper management of the land reform process; compensation 
payments to those who hold land above the agreed ceiling; and providing land for 
those who till on the land were the issues critically raised. 

 
• Inclusion of land component in Agriculture Development Strategy (ADS): This 

process is ongoing by Government for the formulation of Agriculture Development 
Strategy (ADS). CSRC is advocating including the land component in the ADS. As 
per which the sub-committee have been formed for its further intervention. 

 
• Learning visit to Philippines: A learning visit to Philippines was carried out with 

a team comprising 10 delegates: five from the Ministry of land reform and 
Management (Minister, Secretary, Joint Secretary, Director- General and Personal 
Assistant of the Minister) and five from CSO/CSRC. The Government of the 
Philippines highly acknowledged and supported the visit including the field visits 
and interaction with CSOs. The visits contributed to strengthening the relationship 
between the Government of Nepal and the land rights movement, and moved 
forward the policy work on behalf of landless and tenants farmers. Following the 
visits, the minister also organized a meeting to solve the issue of tenancy and 
implement the recommendations of the HLLRC Report. The visit was a great 
opportunity to understand the successes and failures of land reform in the 
Philippines and deepen understanding on land reform. 

 
• Launch of report “CSO Land Reform Monitoring Indica tors, Nepal”: In the 

collaboration with ANGOC, CSRC has a published a new report titled “CSO Land 
Reform Monitoring Indicators, Nepal”. The report has been launched by Honorable 
Minister Bhim Prasad Gautam, Ministry of Land Reform and Management. 
Hon'ble Gautam called the report an important tool for initiating government plans 
and policies with regard to land reform and management. The published report 
would serve as a basic tool for monitoring the land rights campaign and initiatives.  

 
• NLRF's International Membership : NLRF has recently obtained membership in 

the International Farmers’ Network, which is part of the Asian Farmers’ 
Association (AFA) and is considered one of the NLRF’s major achievements to 
date. This membership has enabled the relation with the international community 
by the NLRF for recognition of the issues of land rights movement/campaign.  

 
• Expansion of campaign in new districts: A total of 50 new VLRF’s have been 

formed in Khotang, Okhaldunga and Ramechhap districts. Twenty (20) new 
VLRF’s in Khotang, 20 in Okhaldhunga and 10 in Ramechhap respectively. DLRF 
Khotang and Okhaldhunga have also been formed with the successful organizing of 
District Conference. Aditionally an adhoc committee has been formed in four 
districts: Doti, Accham, Bajura, and Nuwakot. 
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2.1 Best Practices: 

 
(i) CSRC has practiced a newer approach to disseminate the Reader's view         

(Pathak Patra) collected from various communities (districts). In a weekly manner 
CSRC is doing follow-up for the articles and write-ups with continuous motivation.  
The frequencies of the articles have been increased instantly which is being 
published in national and regional daily newspapers. This process has contributed 
to bringing land issues into discussion and has helped to link policy discussions at 
the VDC and DDC level. Writing letters by the frontline activists to the ex-
Members of the Parliament (MPs) of their respective constituencies on their ‘land 
right issues’ and holding telephonic conversations with them on the same have also 
been a good practice.  This process has made the MPs aware of the actual issues of 
poor people giving them a voice. 
 

(ii)  Good networking and linkages have been made with the media with regards to the 
different campaigns and movements being organized from community to the 
national level. There is an increasing willingness for press to visit the villages to 
discuss some of the key issues. Published materials are highlighted by local 
activists and used for discussion amongst community people, much to their delight.  
Additionally the broadcasts have encouraged and strengthened the people's 
organizations at the community level to advocate for land issues. The published 
news has also been discussed at the community level. Local people have acquired 
much stamina to advocate for land issues by initiating a contact with journalists 
through their own efforts. 

 
(iii)  With the consultation between VDC and political parties the preparation is ongoing 

to collect the data of unregistered tenants in Dang, Sunsari and Sindhupalchowk 
district.  

 
(iv) DLRF has practiced sharing its budget with CDO, DDC and land tenure offices 

annually and has also established a transparency board.  
 

(v) The continuous construction of the Bhumi Ghars (land homes) of the VLRFs and 
DLRFs by mobilizing their own financial resources, contributing their own labor 
and taking support from the local government offices (VDCs/DDCs) and other 
agencies has been a good practice. 
 

2.2 Learnings: 

 
(i) Along with organizational strengthening, development of frontline leaders is 

equally important. Rather than being more focused on the expansion of activities 
and organization; capacity development of the frontline leader must be a primary 
focus.  
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(ii)  Movement, achievement, mobilization, active involvement is always crucial in 
social movements. But if the movement is not linked with good governance then it 
will gradually worsen the context. There must be proper linkages and co-ordination 
of good governance, participatory behavior and popular education accordingly.  

 

(iii)  It has been learned that advocacy campaigns on different issues such as on tenancy, 
landlessness, Guthi land tenure and Haruwas/Haliyas (bonded plough-men) cannot 
be conducted simultaneously in a district. Better outputs can be produced if one 
campaign is launched with a focus on one issue at a time. 

 
(iv) There is the need to develop an understanding among members of NLRF on issues 

such as climate change, food security, and improved agriculture because these 
issues have started to be often discussed among the coalition partners (There has 
been the realization among NLRF members that understanding on land rights alone 
cannot help to lead the campaign/movement effectively without the proper 
understanding of interrelated variables as specified above). 

 
(v) Organizing smaller groups of frontline activists for a national level campaign is 

more manageable at the central level, i.e. inviting one male and one female activist 
from each district with all the logistic supports this year for launching the campaign 
was not a burden.  Last year there were 1100--1000 females and 100 females and 
management was a herculean task.  

 
(vi) The community land reform practice has helped to begin to use the public 

wasteland for productive purposes for employment creation and poverty reduction 
which was neither thought nor practiced regularly in the past. 

 
3. Major Challenges Encountered 
 

The challenges faced in the ongoing process of the land rights movement are as follows:  
 

i. The continued failure to include the issue of land rights within the constitution 
writing process is hampering land reform. 

ii.  Continuing changes within the Government and of key Government officers at 
policy level has resulted in limited progress. 

iii.  Land reform is not possible without a strong organization. NLRF needs to underpin 
its organizational structure with the continuous generation of new ideas and 
materials. This includes the development of a framework for the establishment of 
the DLRF as an independent organization, which can work in partnership with the 
NLRF. 

iv. Although the formation and mobilization of people’s organizations has produced 
some results in favor of squatters and land-less farmers, it was not able to ensure 
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that the Landless Problem Solving Committee (LPSC) at the district level 
established an accurate record of squatters and land-less people. The problem of 
fake squatters taking advantage is quite pervasive and has prevented a large 
majority of genuine squatters and landless farmers from being included in the land-
distribution list.   
 

4. Financial Administration and Management 

CSRC has developed an institutional baseline document setting specific targets and 
indicators to measure the achievement of the StOP. CSRC has revisited its existing 
strategic working approaches; the Human Development and Financial Management policy 
endorsed from Executive Committee and has revised its organizational management 
structure in line with the StOP 2009-2013. Since 2009, CSRC has regularly submitted 
integrated accounting and software-generated reports. In addition to the completion of 
institutional auditing, board members have also endorsed the annual general assembly. 
Within this quarter the majority of the Social Auditing process has therefore been 
completed and reports have been submitted to the strategic partners. 

 

5. Institutional Development 
 

• CSRCs Annual Social Audit was held on 9th September 2011, with the 
participation of all key stakeholders from the community to policy level. A report 
has been published and distributed.   

• An Annual General Assembly (AGA) was successfully held and new Executive 
Committee members elected. The Assembly endorsed the annual plan and budget 
and also elected the new inclusive committee for the next three years. The team is 
comprised of three women, two janjati and one Madhesh and Dalit. 

• The National Women Commission has assured the commitment to incorporate the 
issue of land rights in the upcoming strategy.  

• NLRF has recently obtained membership in the international farmers’ network that 
is, membership of Asian Farmers’ Association (AFA). This has enabled further 
capacity development and opportunities. 

• NLRF has received financial support and capacity development opportunities 
through networking building with Agriterra. 

• Swiss Development Co-operation (SDC) has extended their support in expansion of 
land and agararian campaign. 

• A team of ILO and CSRC visited Saptari, Siraha and Dhanusha to assess the 
current situation of Haruwa/ Charuwa families in the eastern region. The 
cooperation is there with ILO to do the sampling study on the issue of 
Haruwa/Charuwa along with the involvement of government.  

• Staff and board members participated in training and workshops at national and 
international levels. (Refer to Annex for details)  
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6. Budget 

CSRC’s total budget for the reporting period was NPR 39,696,427 The total expenditure 
remained NPR 34,585,799, which is 87.13% of the approved revised budget for the same 
period. Of total expenditures, programme costs accounted for NPR 27,825,843 (80% of 
total expenditures) and management costs were NPR 6,759,956 (20% of total expenditure). 
Additionally the movement has mobilized NPR 4,618,029 local resources in the form of 
cash and other materials contributed by the tenant and landless farmers themselves. The 
movement emphasized the need to generate and mobilize local resources to support the 
movement with the view of its long-term sustainability and to provide a greater sense of 
ownership amongst the tenants and landless farmers. Although the approved budget was 
NPR 39,696,427 the remittance received from supporting organisations is NPR 36,461,909 
including fund balance of last year. Considering the budget deficit, CSRC revised the 
RO/RCs budget in the second and third quarters with reduction in expenditures and 
encouraged the utilization of local resources. Based on the remittance from supporting 
organizations the budget utilization is 95 %. 
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7. Quantitative Reporting of Activity-Level Achievements 

 

Objectives and 

Outputs 

 

Indicators 

1 Shrawan  2068– 31 

Ashadh 2069 (17 July 2011 

– 15 July 2012) 

 

Planned Activities and 

Targets 

Total Activities 

1 Shrawan  2068– 31 

Ashadh 2069 (17 July 

2011 – 15 July 2012) 

Results achieved 

Objective: 

To promote the 

security of tenure of 

the land-poor 

women and men 

through pro-poor 

land reform in a 

meaningful 

participation of their 

networks and 

organizations. 

� Increased access of 

tenants and landless 

farmers to productive 

land resources 

� Tenants and landless 

farmers capable of 

influencing state policies 

and laws governing land 

resources 

� Increased the economic 

activities of landless and 

tenant farmers 

 

 

  

Output 1 

Rights holders (land-

poor women and 

men) organised, 

strengthened and 

mobilized to claim 

and exercise their 

rights  

 

� The National Land Rights 

Forum strengthened as a 

people's organisation to 

lead the land rights 

movement 

� Trained and capable 

staff/activists mobilized 

for paralegal assistance, 

alliance building and 

networking in 

communities, districts and 

regions to support the 

cause of the rights holders 

� A firm connection 

established between local 

movement and national 

policy dialogues and 

processes 

� The land rights movement 

linked with livelihood 

opportunities and 

Establish 7 districts and 

240 VPOs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6 DLRF and 313 VLRF 

newly formed 

The campaign of land 

and agrarian rights 

reached 50 districts with 

the leadership of 

National Land Rights 

Forum (37 have 

permanent committee, 8 

have adhoc committee 

and 5 have contact 

established). The 

initiations in educating 

and organizing the land-

deprived people in the 

group among 576 VDCs 

have also been started. 
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cooperatives. 

� Carried out visible and 

result oriented land rights 

movement 

 

 

Mobilize a total of 71 

activists and 35-

fulltime workers 

(continued). 

 

 

 

Organise 65  land 

encampment and 6000 

frontline worker will be 

participating 

 

 

 

Hold land rights 

campaign in 50 

districts mobilizing 

50,000 tenant and 

landless families. 

 

 

Form 15 cooperatives 

with 1500 members 

who will undertake 

livelihood activities. 

 

 

 

Increase organisational 

membership, number 

of supporting agencies, 

and resource centers.   

 

 

Total of 77 land rights 

activists and 56 fulltime 

workers are facilitating 

land and agrarian rights 

campaign in their 

respective places and 

districts. 

 

 

Held 83 sessions of land 

encampment across the 

country; educated and 

empowered 6149 land 

deprived people 

including 2944 female, 

2278 dalits and 2189 

Janjati. 

Carried out total 39 

events like rally, mass 

demonstration, 

paidalyatra,sabha 

where around 104772 

land-poor families were 

mobilized. 

 

 

1258 women organized 

in 22 agriculture 

cooperatives. 

971 household of 

various 31 communities 

initiated the agro-based 

entrepreneurship. 

  

NLRF and 37 District 

Land Rights Forums have 

developed their own 

annual action plan on 

land and agrarian rights 

campaign. As per the 
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[ 

 

Facilitate 126 Land 

Learning Centre. 

plan, they formed 313 

new primary 

organizations comprising 

7593 land-deprived 

persons, including 3602 

female 3325 dalit and 

2652 janjati. And 

mobilized 2385 people's 

organization. The 

support has contributed 

to work them 

independently and 

strengthen people's 

organisation and land 

rights campaign at their 

respective areas and 

issues.  

 

114 Land Learning 

Centres are running with 

the participation of 2658 

land deprived people 

including 2009 female, 

977 dalit and 928 janjati. 

From the discussion in 

land learning centres 

they have been taking 

local action and 

generating for their 

physical development as 

well.  

Output 2 

Clarity and 

consensus about 

land reform 

established, and 

land reform policy 

and frameworks 

suitable to the 

needs and realities 

of Nepal developed 

and implemented 

� A series of campaigns and 

multi-stakeholder 

dialogues organized at 

national and international 

levels for policy reform or 

enactment of new policies 

and laws, including 

establishment of a land 

reform commission 

 

� Good practices gained 

from national and 

international experience 

collected, collated, 

Hold 40 policy 

dialogues and 

consultations with the 

active participation of 

1330 individuals with 

various stakeholders.  

 

 

 

 

4 policy level discussions 

were held in at national 

level where total of 238 

participants were 

present. Among them 

114 female, 51 dalit and 

70 janjati were included.  

Further, 77 discussion 

sessions have been 

organized from the 

district to regional level 

where 5123 people 

participated. Out of this, 
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 published and 

disseminated amongst 

various stakeholders 

Alternative models of land 

reform developed 

 

 

� Nation-wide campaigns 

organized for institutional 

reform of land 

administration and 

management to ensure 

democratic governance in 

the area of land 

administration and 

management 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Develop 5 alternative 

land reform and 

management model 

involving 5,464 

families(continued) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Establish/strengthen 

links with 2 national 

and international 

alliances/networks(con

tinued) 

 

 

 

Organise lobbying and 

advocacy creating 

micro-macro linkages 

for policy changes or 

development of 

alternative 

policies/programmes(c

ontinued) 

2741 female, 1161 dalit 

and 1982 janjati. The 

discussion has 

contributed to build the 

opinion on land reform 

among the policy makers 

and the general 

populace. 
 

 

Among the 3813 

household, Community-

led land reform has 

been carried out in 5 

Village Development 

Committee (VDC) of 5 

districts including 

Gangaparaspur (Dang), 

Laxminiya (Mahottari), 

Hardiya (Saptari), 

Hansposha (Sunsari) and 

Ramche 

(Sindhupalchowk).  

 

The international 

network has been 

established with Asian 

Farmers Association 

(AFA) and International 

Labour Organization 

(ILO). 

 

Continuation is there in 

the process of 

strengthening national 

and international 

linkages and to build up 

good coordination. 
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Organise meeting and 

sharing with them 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Study their policy and 

programme and 

advocate on behalf of 

land-poor people 

 

There have been 

continued collaboration 

and networking with 

Forum Asia Thailand, ILC 

Rome, ANGOC 

Phillippines, 

Ektaparishad India 

Leitner Centre, USA, 

SAPA Asia etc. CSRC has 

acquired the 

membership of ANGOC. 

 

Carried out National 

Mobilization Campaign 

called "Ensuring Land 

Rights in Constitution" 

where there was 

participation from east 

to west of 50 districts. 

 

Supported in providing 

direction to Ministry of 

Land Reform and 

Management in order to 

formulate land use 

policy.  

Output 3 

Critical engagement 

established with 

non-state 

stakeholders (such 

as IMF, World Bank, 

Asian Development 

Bank and 

multinational 

companies) involved 

in land and 
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agricultural issues 

Output 4 

Learning generated 

from ground level 

actions and 

practices, and 

disseminated the 

knowledge at all 

levels 

 

� Issue based action 

research conducted, and 

findings published and 

disseminated  

� Learning and resource 

centres established and 

strengthened to promote 

the culture of learning and 

sharing amongst activists, 

researchers, experts and 

other stakeholders. 

 

 

� Capacity built of CSRC 

staff, executive board 

members and general 

members. 

Conduct a study on 

land grabbing and 

food insecurity in 

Nepal, publish the 

report, disseminate 

it and organise 

debates and 

discussions on the 

basis of the findings 

both at national and 

regional levels  

 

Support three 

Regional Resource 

Centre  

 

 

Establish partnerships 

with Kathmandu 

University’s Centre of 

Land Policy and 

Research institutions.  

 Build capacity of 

CSRC and Regional 

Resource 

Organisations  

 

 

Produce and 

disseminate widely at 

least 10 publications, 

including advocacy 

materials and learning 

resources 

In the joint co-

ordination of CSRC and 

NGO Federation, two 

reports; case study and 

policy analysis on 'Land 

grabbing and food 

insecurity in Nepal ' has 

been shared.  The 

published report is being 

discussed and 

disseminated at national 

and regional level.  
 

Support is being 

continued with 5 

Resource Center and 4 

Resource Organsiation 

and NLRF.  
 

The partnership is being 

continued with KU. 
 

 

 
 

National level resource 

centre constructed and 

supported three 

regional resource 

organizations to 

strengthen the existing 

centers.  
 

 

Out of 15 publications, 

30250 copies of 

advocacy materials and 

learning resources were 

disseminated. 
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ANNEXES  

 

ANNEX:  A 

i. Land Entitlement       

       

Place  HH Area of Land  

In 

Hectare(ha) Source 

Shreekot, Baitadi 35 70 ropani 3.58 

Landless Problem 

Solving Commission 

Gangaparaspur-4, Prasirya, Dang 1 

4 kathha 3.5 

dhoor 0.13 Tenancy right 

Sishahanya-1, Badka sihahaniya, 

Dang 1 

6 kathha, 19.5 

dhoor 0.23 Tenancy right 

Badegaun, Sindhupalchok 9 24 ropani 1.23 Guthi 

Sikharpur, Sindhupalchok 1 2.5 ropani 0.12 Tenancy right 

Gaaati, Sindhupalchok 1 1 ropani 0.05 Tenancy right 

kisannagar 1&2, Mahottari 7 6 kathha  0.2 Village block 

Uma prempur 3, Dhanusha 1 7 kathha 0.23 Tenancy right 

Bhawanipur,Siraha 17 

1 bigha 2 

kathha 0.73 Village block 

Padariya, Siraha 32 1 bigha  0.66 Village block 

Itahari, Sunsari 1 0-0-9 0.01 Tenancy right 

Sonapur, Sunsari 2 - - Tenancy right 

Me. Na. Pa, Jhapa 1 0-3-0 0.1 Tenancy right 

Belbari, Morang 1 0-2-0 0.06 Tenancy right 

Total 110  7.33 ha  

Output 5 

New land policies 

introduced 

guaranteeing 

women and men 

equal rights to own 

land 

 

� Sensitized on women's 

access to land. 

� New policy has been 

formulated. 

� Reduced tax by 10% to 

20% for access to 

women's land. 

Organise 4 times 

policy level 

discussions and 160 

persons will 

participate. 

 

At least 3000 women 

received the joint 

ownership certificate. 

Held 2 Policy discussions 

at national level and 

regular meeting with 

ministry of land, finance 

and also the CA 

members  

 

A total of 190 women   

received the joint 

ownership certificate 

which covers the area of 

67.66 hectare. 
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ii. Use of Public Land  

District Place HH Areas  In Hectare(ha) 

Baitadi Shreekot 12 9 ropani 0.46 

Kanchanpur 

  
Machheli 25 12 bigha 8 

Chitrapur 50 2 bigha 1.33 

Dadeldhura Jogbuda, Sahargaunda 32 4 ropani 0.21 

Bardiya Mainapokhar-9 206 2 bigha 10 kattha 1.66 

Dang Gangaparaspar VDC-3 62 12 bigha 8 

  

  
Gangaparaspar-8 8 1 bigha 5 kattha 0.83 

Gangaparaspar-9,Dharampur 64 18 kattha 0.6 

Sindhupalchowk Badegaun 15 60 ropani 3.07 

Mahottari 

  

Laxminiya,  9 1 bigha, 7 kattha 0.9 

Kisannagar 45 11 bigha, 5 kattha 7.5 

Sarlahi Karmaiya 278 7 bigha 4.66 

Rautahat Simara Bhawanipur,Rautahat 17 3 bigha,10 kathha 2.33 

Bara Manaharuwa,  45 2 bigha, 5 kattha 1.5 

Saptari 

Hardiya 128 

13 bigha, 10 

kattha, 5 dhhor 9 

Fakira 8 8 kattha 0.26 

Daulatpur 3 4 kattha 0.13 

Haripur 9 1 bigha 0.66 

Chhinmasta 33 2 bigha 1.33 

Devipur 26 2 bigha,10 kattha 1.66 

Siraha 

Bhagwanpur 13 3 kattha 10 dhoor 0.11 

Kachnari 25 19 kattha 0.63 

Shiswani 10 12 kattha 0.4 

Jahadi 14 1 bigha 1 kattha 0.7 

Padariya 15 

1 bigha 3 kattha5 

dhoor 0.77 

Dhangadi 26 15 bigha 10 

Sunsari Sonapur, Khanar 15 1-15-0-0 1.16 

Jhapa Mechinagar 6 0-1-13-0 0.05 

  Total 1199   67.91 ha 
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iii.  Joint Land Ownership 

Districts  HH Area of Land In Hectare(ha) 

Baitadi 4 10 ropani 0.51 

Dadeldhura 5 40 Ropani 2.05 

Dang 19 6 bigha,6 kattha,13 dhoor 4.22 

Palpa 2 20 Ropani 1.03 

Rasuwa 20 212-13-3-2 11.38 

Sindhupalchowk 88 817-1-1-0 41.90 

Lalitpur 20 58-7-14-0 2.99 

Mahottari 11 5.19 bigha 3.46 

Siraha 7 - - 

Saptari 5 - - 

Sunsari 4 2-3-15-0 0.12 

NLRF 1   

CSRC 4   

 Total 190   67.66 ha 

iv. Petitions Filed by Landless People 

Districts No of Petitions Filed (Organisation) No of Petition Filed (All) 

Kailali 1155 89000 

Kanchanpur 6000 869 

Banke 2134 18248 

Bardiya 18265 43948 

Surkhet 1061 6544 

Dang 0 12650 

Rupandehi 1801 22240 

Parbat 13 0 

Rasuwa 57 0 

Sindhu 30 0 

Mahottari 951 8000 

Dhanusha 1028 12075 

Sarlahi 1730 18773 

Rautahat 2053 22428 

Bara 675 8532 

Saptari 546 6381 

Siraha 1517 7322 

Udayapur 0 0 

Jhapa 3110 17198 

Sunsari 1764 17300 

Morang 1720 20000 

Total 45610 331508 
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v. Local Community Contribution  

 

Mode of Contribution RC,RO,NLRF NPR 
Cash 

 

Various district/national movement and involvement of 

community people, organisation/agency, VDC, political 

parties, businessman and people of diverse field in 

Campaign against Land Right Violation organized by 

Resource Organisation/Center and District Land Rights 

Forum. 

RC-1 0 

RO-2 219,600 

RO-3 0 

RC-4 0 

RC-5 152,080 

RC-6 402,700 

RO-7 904,000 

RO-8 217,167 

NLRF 1,000 

First Half  

(Shrawan - Poush) 

812,134 

Sub-total 2,708,681 

 

Kinds 

 

The food, medicine, vegetables including other kinds 

collected from the community people for campaign. 

RC-1 15,770 

RO-2 0 

RO-3 44,820 

RC-4 335,380 

RC-5 106,750 

RC-6 204,260 

RO-7 0 

RO-8 534,290 

NLRF 22,205 

First Half  

(Shrawan - Poush) 

1,284,149 

Sub-total 2,547,624 

Grand Total 5,256,305 

 

vi.  Trainings and Workshop 

 

S.no Nature of 

Training/Workshop 

Date Place Participant Organizer 

1. Paper presentation 

on Land and Food 

Workshop  

22-24 August, 

2011 

Jakarta, 

Indonesia  

Mr. Jagat Basnet, 

Executive Director  

ANGOC and CSRC 

2. Regional 

Consultation on 

Development and 

Human Rights 

17–19 August, 

2011 

Bangkok, 

Thailand 

Mr. Jagat Deuja, 

Program Manager  

 

FORUM-ASIA  

3 Paper presentation 

on "Land rights issues 

and possible action 

9-11 

November, 

2011 

Chiang Mai, 

Thailand 

Mr. Jagat Basnet, 

Executive Director  

Land Rights Action 

Network (LRAN), 

Focus Global South 

and La Via 
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on Land reform in 

Nepal" 

Compesina 

4 Asia Level Workshop 

entitled ‘Hot Issues 

Confronting Asian 

Farmers: Land, 

unstable food prices 

& Financing for 

adaptation to climate 

change 

12-15 

November, 

2011 

Combodia Mr. Jagat Deuja, 

Program Manager  

Farmers Nature Net 

(FNN) Cambodia 

5 Consultation 

Workshop on 

"Policies, Program 

and Budget in 

Agriculture Sector: 

Food Security and its 

implementation 

status 

4th 

September, 

2011 

Kathmandu 

 

Mr. Puskar Acharya, 

Administrative and 

Finance Co-

ordinator 

NCFAW Kathmandu 

6 Second Sub-Regional 

Workshop on Human 

Rights Mechanism in 

South Asia 

25-26 July, 

2011 

Kathmandu 

 

Ms. Jyoti Baidya, 

Monitoring and 

Documentation 

Officer  

FORUM-ASIA 

7 Training on 

"Understanding 

Community Forest 

Carbon Inventory 

and Monitoring: 

Sharing Knowledge 

and Skills from the 

KEF and PAFID 

Experience 

17–27 July 

2011   

Imugan, Santa 

Fe, Nueva 

Vizcaya, 

Philippines 

Ms. Kalpana Karki, 

Regional 

programme officer  

Philippine 

Association for 

Intercultural 

Development 

(PAFID).  

8 Workshop on 

“Building Capacity to 

Prevent and Respond 

to Gender-Based 

Violence (GBV) in 

Emergencies”  

1-3, August, 

2011 

Kathmandu Ms. Tika Bohara, 

CSRC 

ECHO, GBV AOR 

project Nepal 

9 High Level Delegation 

Learning Visit to 

Philippines 

19-26, 

February,  

2012 

Philippines 
10 delegates – 5 

from government 
(Ministry of Land 

Reform and 

Management) and 5 

from CSRC (Ms. 

Shasikala Dahal, 

Mr.Jagat Basnet, 

Philippine 

Government 
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Mr,Jagat Deuja and 

Ms. Geeta Pandit) 

10 5th Asian Farmers’ 

Association (AFA) 

General Assembly 

and 31st FAO-ASIA 

Pacific  Regional 

Conference 

5-14 March,  

2012   
Hanoi, 

Vietnam 

Ms. Jyoti Baidya, 

Monitoring and 

Documentation 

Officer 

Vietnam Farmers 

Union (VNFU) 

11 Attend the Rio+20 

People's Summit, 

15-23 

June,2012 

Brazil 
Mr. Jagat Deuja, 

Program Manager  

UN 

12 
Training of Trainers 

(TOT) on NGO 

Engagement with 

United Nations 

Treaty Based 

Mechanisms 

(HRTMCC) 

20-22 June, 

2012  

 

Gokarna, 

Kathmandu 

Ms. Jyoti Baidya, 

Monitoring and 

Documentation 

Officer ,CSRC 

 

Informal Sector 

Service 

Center (INSEC) 

 

ANNEX  B :    Case Study 
 

Case I.  Influence of Primary Group(VLRF) 

Shanti Land Rights Forum of Bhusi Mauliya, Saptari was established in May 2006. A total 
of 109 members of three wards are organized in it. Since the formation of primary group, 
Village Land Rights Forum (VLRF), all of the members has been strengthening and 
initiating the various events, campaign within the community and region. Highlighting the 
major triumph of VLRF, the chair of VLRF Hari Paswan stressed on the role and visible 
impact of VLRF. He shared "Through the various campaigns held in between, two times 
increment has been made with regard to agricultural labour. Back then by working whole 
day just five-kilo paddy was received but as of now seven kilo paddy is provided. With the 
direction from landlord, we had to go for work spontaneously which is not there by now. 
Before, we had to submit the revenue of Village Block land which is not needed now. 
Moreover, we have been able to utilize the public land which was earlier used by the 
landlord for the purpose of cattle herding".  
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After the formation of VLRF, 60 household have been utilizing the wastage land having 
the share of 0.16 ha each. We have been cultivating paddy and wheat in it. There is the 
availability of other land there, but now also 16 household have been settled in the 
landlords' place. Time to time the landlord pressurize them to leave the place. But, they are 
not afraid of this. They are ready to face the situation fearlessly.  They expressed that "We 
strongly oppose this situation and will not move away from this residing land. We are 
citizen and we will act only according to the direction given by the government". The chair 
of VLRF Hari Paswan shared "The trend has been changed in progressive way.  Now days, 
work are being assessed as per the wage. As of now only 10 houses are left who are 
involved in Haruwa".   
 
Chandra Sadaya, shopkeeper of same community highlighted "We will carry on the VLRF 
until and unless, we become able to receive our own land". In the meantime, another 

member added that "VLRF strength 
has led us simplify the challenging 
task, we need VLRF then and after, 
not just for the sake of acquisition of 
land".  
 
At present the Haruwas have been 
demanding and preparing the action 
plan for the increment in NPR 220 
($2.47) as per daily wage under 
agricultural labour. Moreover the 
community members are raising their 
voice to establish their role in school 

management in coming days. As per the progress of VLRF, through the Haruwa/ Charuwa 
Conference, Haruwa/ Charuwa Rights Forum have submitted application to National 
Human Right Commission (NHRC) for their rights to rehabilitation support as other forms 
of bonded labour in western part of Nepal. Thus, the VLRF is taking lead in various 
campaigns with visible progress being made. 
 

Case II.   Utilization of Fallow land 

Krishnapur- 4 Machheli, Kanchanpur district 31 landless household have been residing on 
public land since 2002. Back then they had to face an awful situation of burning down their 
house continuously three times. Repeated threats were given by local people to remove 
away from their place. Later in 2006, all of the landless people got organized into one 
group and formed a Machheli Village Land Rights Forum (VLRF). With the joint effort of 
Land Rights Forum, round of discussion was carried out with Hariyali Community 
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Forestry for the shelter management. After which the community forestry agreed to 
provide the eight ha land of Krishnapur until and unless the provision of alternatives is 
received. After the management of shelter the next arrangement was regarding the daily 

necessities for living. Hence, the group 
planned to do collective farming on sand 
bank land of Banara River. The group 
collected the 155 kilo masuro, 310 Kilo 
Wheat, 16 kilo Arsi, two kilo beans from 
home visit and started farming 
collectively.   

Kaluram Chaudhary is delighted to have 
22 quintal wheat on the fallow sand bank 
land. The cultivated product is sufficient 
for six months, which has eased the option 

of daily livelihood. In the winter season they produced 1806 kilo of lentils, 8200 kilo 
wheat, 602 kilo Arsi and 65 kilo beans which is indeed a good progress.  

Parbati Dangaura, frontline leader shared that "The cultivation earned from 8 ha sand bank 
land has sufficed the basic needs. Before we were blamed of deteriorating the forest, but as 
of now we don't have to listen such things".  

Thirty-one (31) landless people have also filed an application at Landless Problem Solving 
Commission for acquisition of identity card. The activity of Machheli Land Rights Forum 
has been exemplary in the context of Natural Resource Utilization and Poverty Alleviation. 
The group attempt have set an example that agricultural reform is viable from the local 
level  with the management of landless people and provision of cultivable land for the 
farmers. 

Case III:  Movement fund- A Medium of Advocacy 

Rupandehi, Manmateriya VDC, 36 land deprived families have been residing on public 
land since 1964. On 1986, Forest Reform Commission provided Temporary Land 
Certificate amongst 11 families of the community. On 3rd August, 2010 Kerabari Land 
Rights Forum was formed with 31 members in it.  

The monthly meeting is being held regularly. In the meeting, all of the group members 
collectively prepare action plan for solving the community problem. With the regular 
discussion the members planned to conduct the campaign regarding the acquisition of 
Tilling and Residing Certificate for securing their shelter. They submitted the application 
on December 2010, but all parties committee of VDC claimed NPR 150 ($ 2) to NPR 500 
($ 6) for undertaking the filing process of Tilling and Residing Certificate. Apparently, 31 
household received the Tilling certificate.  
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The chair of VLRF Kalika Khadka shared "We participate in the rally, sit-in and 
procession turn wise. Significantly, the movement fund has helped us to attend the various 
event and campaign".  

Each month NPR 10 is collected from the VLRF member as a movement fund. A total of 
NPR 10,000 has been generated and being utilized from movement fund.  

Sita Bhujel, VLRF member stressed "Earlier while participating in the movement, we did 
not used to have money; hence we had to borrow from others. But as of now we do not 
need to seek help of others, as movement fund is being collected in monthly basis"  

 

Case IV:   Enhanced confidence of frontline leader 

Chinta Prasai, Jhapa living near the river bank land had to face 
disastrous situation when the residing place was done plotting all 
over. In search of the settlement, she along with the landless 
community people asked for the provision of settlement those who 
did plotting. After the discussion, they were provided estimated of 0.6 
ha land for the settlement. But they has to face continuous torture of 
Army police as they were staying the public land. But they fearlessly 
faced the situation.  

 After the long struggle, on 2009 VLRF comprising 40 members were formed in the chair 
of Laxmi Rokka. Chinta also got organized in the group and participated in National 
Movement held in Kathamandu for eight days. Chinta recalled, "Before we did not have 
the movement fund, so we used to collect rice and NPR 10 ($0.11) in the form of cash and 
kind for the movement". After actively participating in the national movement she build up 
power, strength and got more empowered to carry on the campaign and advocate for their 
rights. She participated in a series of campaigns and events including district council and 
conferences accordingly.  

 They have also been running the land learning center and discuss regarding the local 
problem and issue. With the monthly saving of NPR 100 ($1.12) by each member, by now 
a total of NPR 11,680 ($131) has been collected which has contributed a lot in 
strengthening the campaign and in the management of VLRF and DLRF. The VLRF 
members have also submitted the application for identity card which has been approved by 
VDC.   

Chinta Prasai, frontline leader has been a source of encouragement amongst all in the 
community. She is very happy to become a part of national movement, which has 
enhanced her confidence and enabled her to facilitate the land rights movement. 
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ANNEX C: Photos 
 

Asia Land Conference, 2011                                                                 National Campaign for "Ensuring Land Rights in Constitution" 

 

Land poor people participating in Land Journey                                   Protest Rally and Mass Gathering against   

(Cycle Rally), Dadeldhura                                                                            the forceful eviction by DLRF Bardiya 
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ANNEX D:  Media Clips 

 

 

 

 


